
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Project Title 

Invaders and 

Settlers 

Exploration 

Question 

Would you choose to 

invade or settle? 

  

  

Learning Challenges 

Outcomes  
How will learning be demonstrated? 

  

• Recount—Diary entry finding buried 

treasure / Recount of trip 

• Non Chronological report The 

Vikings 

• Instructions linked to Design and    

Technology Project 

• Word / Pages documents related  to 

the museum tour 

• Interactive presentation 

• Viking longboat OR Shields / 

helmets 

• Archaeological dig 

• Invaders and Settlers timeline 
  

 

 

Environment – Viking longboat, Viking on door, shields and 

spears on walls, sandpit for an archaeological dig,  

 Saxon Village, 

Trips and Experiences – The Yorkshire Museum—Viking 

Day 

Jorvick Museum 

Hull and East Riding Museum 

Hull Old Town 

Building Viking Shelters—Viking Day  

Viking re-enactment 

 

  

  

Immersion - experience that will grasp 
hearts and minds 

     

Audience and Exhibition 
 Exhibit items in Hull and East Riding museum 

Audience—visitors to the museum. Invite members of the public 

(and family) to the museum and act as guides. Produce tour 

guides to enable people to be shown around the exhibit. 

 

Who are the Vikings and Saxons? 

Where do people settle? 

Why do they settle there? 

Are all countries the same? 

What did they eat? 

How did they live off the land? 

What did a Viking Longboat look like? 

How did they live? 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Academic 

Class texts – Literacy Links 

Beowolf—Michael Morpurgo 

Viking Invasion—I was there 

The Littlest Viking 

Brave, Asterix and The Viking 

How to train a dragon  

Viking Non-Fiction Texts 

The Viking Invader 

Writing Links 

Recount—Diary entry finding buried treasure / Recount of 

trip 

Non Chronological report The Vikings 

Instructions linked to Design and Technology Project 

Numeracy: Opportunities for maths across the curriculum 

Number and word problems linked to Viking settlements 

Measures—Design of a Viking boat 

 

Social 

We will use documents and tour guides to guide visitors around our museum. As well as this, we will 

personally guide visitors around our museum and explain artefacts and our learning. We will also 

create documents to advertise our exhibits and entry to the museum.  

In small groups we will work together to create interactive presentation about the Vikings. We will 

blog these and ask our community to give us feedback on the presentation. 

We will continue to blog our Literacy work to real life authors and attempt to get a reply from an 

authod to comment on our blog.  

We will explore how Vikings grew their own food and work in groups to vote on which seeds we 

want to plant and look at how we can use our produce in our showcase event and use it in an 

enterprising way.  

 

Emotional 

As citizens in our community, we will find out about the people who have settled in our community. 

We will look at how we welcome people and embrace their culture. We will make links with another 

HCAT school to find out more about their community and be exposed to new links with other 

children in another constrasting school.  

We will explore our own buried treasure finding out about our own and individual talents. We will 

celebrate these and encourage one another to understand what makes us unique.  

When learning more about the Vikings, we will think about right and wrong choices and how choices 

impacted the whole clan and family members. We will think about decisions that we have made and 

what it meant for people around us.  



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Geography History 
Overview 

As Geographers children will be asking the questions, ‘Where do people settle?’ and ‘Why do people settle there?’ We will answer these 

questions identifying the human and physical features of the land.  

We will look at the four parts of the United Kingdom in the context of where the Saxons and Vikings settled. Year 3 will name and 

locate at least 6 cities and 8 countries of the UK and develop this further to use maps to locate at least 8 countries in Europe. Year 4 

will develop this further to use four-figure grid reference, symbols and keys on maps within the UK. Year 4 will 

concentrate on Europe and know names and locate at least 8 major capital cities of the world. The children will 

carry out this work on modern maps so they have prior knowledge before starting their work on maps from Vikings 

and Saxons.   

We will compare maps over time looking at maps from the period of History and maps from the current day. Year 4 

will develop their work further to look at the invasion routes of the invaders within the UK during this time. Year 3 

will develop their understanding of human and physical geography of 

a region of the UK. They will continue to describe and understand key aspects of human 

geography, including types of settlement and land use. Year 4 will developing their 

understanding of human and physical geography of a Scandinavian area and look for 

similarities and differences with a region of the UK. Year 4 will develop their 

understanding to describe and  understand key aspects of human geography, including: the distribution of natural resources including 

energy, food, minerals and water of these places. Year 4 will use maps, atlases, globes and digital resources to locate Britain and the 

Scandinavian countries and describe the features studied. 

Overview 

As Historians, children will consider the invaders and settlers of the Saxons and the Vikings. 

Children will develop their historical enquiry skills by looking at sources and asking simple 

questions. They will also use one source of evidence to gain a more accurate understanding of 

history. Year 4 will develop this further by asking more 

developed questions to find out answers about the past, 

they will use more than one source of evidence and 

understand how this is a more accurate way of 

understanding about the past. Year 4 will also be learning 

about primary and secondary sources and learning about 

how they are different to one another.   

Children will learn about the Saxon invasions, settlements 

and kingdoms including the place names and the village 

life. Year 3 will place events on a time line using dates such as BC/AD, years/centuries relating 

to period studied, understand the concept of change over time and orally summarise what 

caused events to happen. Year 4 will complete the same time line activity however they will 

develop this further by placing events on a time line 

using dates using BC/AD, years/centuries relating to 

period studied, understand the concept of change 

over time and represent this, along with evidence, on 

a time line whilst providing a short written paragraph 

to summarise what caused the event 

All children will develop their knowledge by knowing where the Vikings originated from and show 

this on a map, know that the Vikings and Anglo- Saxons were often in conflict and know why the 

Vikings frequently won battles with the Anglo Saxons. Children will follow on from the Saxons 

to study the Viking raids and invasion. They will consider the battles between the Saxons and 

the Vikings and look at the places they settled along with their way of life and their homes and 

culture. Children will also consider how the events affected their own locality.  

Art 

Overview 

As Artists, we will sketch a variety of longboat and we will use these sketches as inspiration so we can create our own Viking Longboat from clay. We will create and combine shapes from nets to 

create a recognisable form of the boat. The children will use clay and once the shape has been made, use their sketches to add details 

and textures. The children can add further materials to the longboat such as string and other materials to add details.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEQn3vMD05g  

Children can use the video above as a drawing tutorial to spark their interest in this unit of Art.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEQn3vMD05g


  

 

 

 

DT 

Overview 

Overview: As design technologists, we are going to learn about the food which the Vikings ate and decide whether they had a healthy diet by using our knowledge about healthy diet from KS1 knowledge. We will plan, design and make a 

Viking meal and evaluate how we made the food and we will understand why Vikings ate the types of food they did. Whilst learning about why the Vikings ate the food they did we will learn about how the 

seasons impacted what they ate, understand how the ingredients are grown, hunted or reared. We will also reflect on our own diet and what healthy eating actually looks like.  
   

Science Overview 

National Curriculum Links 

Year 5 and Year 6 

 

 Overview: As Scientists we will look at Rocks. We will conduct many investigations and work 

scientifically to make links with our topic.  

 
ROCKS - compare and group together different kinds of rocks on the basis of their appearance 

and simple physical properties.  

ROCKS- describe in simple terms how fossils are formed when things that have lived are 

trapped within rock 

ROCKS - recognise that soils are made from rocks and organic matter. 

 

 

Non-Statutory guidance: 

Linked with work in geography, pupils should explore different kinds of rocks and soils, including 

those in the local environment. 

Pupils might work scientifically by: observing rocks, including those used in buildings and 

gravestones, and exploring how and why they might have changed over time; using a hand lens or 

microscope to help them to identify and classify rocks according to 

whether they have grains or crystals, and whether they have fossils in them. Pupils might 

research and discuss the different kinds of living things whose fossils are found in sedimentary 

ICT Overview 
Digital Literacy (see Literacy planning where linked to Literacy) 

Year 3 

Interactive Presentation using Teligami and video scribe on the Vikings or the 

Anglo Saxons linked with non chronological report  

Use Strip designer to present a timeline on the  

historical period 

Producing a Document Introduction to Word to produce a written docment 

linked to Literacy.  

Year 4 

Strip Designer and Interactive presentation as above. 

Develop the interactive presentation further using iMovie to app smash and 

produce one presentation with aspects from all the apps put into iMovie.  

Producing a Document Word versus Pages—Children use word and pages to 

produce a document. Children evaluate which  

application is the best for the purpose 

 

NC link: 

C13 select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet services) 

on a range of digital devices to accomplish given goals, including collecting, 

analysing, evaluating and presenting information 

E Communication and Collaboration 

Year 3 

Use class blog to showcase work.. Introduce children to group blogging and 

children begin to blog within their group space. Children comment on other 

groups blogs.  

E Safety—Blogging Rules 

Year 4 

Introduce children to individual blogs. Children place a simple blog on their 

own space. Children comment on each others blog and begin to build the 

audience.  

E Safety— Blogging Safely  

Year 3 and 4—Use the Internet to research topic areas along with developing 

the ability to choose the correct informations to use. We will develop our use 



  

 

 

 

 

rock and explore how fossils are formed. Pupils could explore different soils and identify 

similarities and differences between them and investigate what happens when rocks are rubbed 

together or what changes occur when they are in water. They can raise and answer questions 

about the way soils are formed.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

of QR codes.  

 

NC link: 

C10 understand computer networks including the internet; how they can 

provide multiple services, such as the world-wide web; and the opportunities 

they offer for communication and collaboration 

C11 use search technologies effectively, appreciate how results are selected 

and ranked, and be discerning in evaluating digital content 

C12 use technology safely, respectfully and responsibly; know a range of ways 

to report concerns and inappropriate behaviour 

 

 

 

 

Computer Science 

Introduction to Scratch  - Desktop computer A simple introductory game for 

7-8 year olds. Pupils create a car that travels round a roadway emitting smoke 

as it goes. Can the user keep the smoke trail on the road way? 

Smoking Car Game  - http://www.code-

it.co.uk/scratch/smoking_car/smokingcaroverview.html  

Year 4  

Introduction to Scratch  - simple programming project  

Conversation— http://code-it.co.uk/scratch/scratchconversation.html   

Maths Quiz - http://www.code-

it.co.uk/scratch/mathsquiz/mathsquizoverview.html  
  

ICON Name Lesson Objective 

Year 3 Kodable 3 and 4 Use sequence and selection in  

programs. Use repetition.  

  Move the  

Turtle 

5 Use logical reasoning to how a  
simple algorithm works.  

Year 4 

  

Move the  

turtle 

5 (3) 

4 (4) 

Use sequence and repetition in  
programs 

  Hopscotch 5,6 Use logical reasoning to how a  
simple algorithm works.  
Use sequence and repetition in  
programs 

 

NC link: 
C7 design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals, including controlling or 

simulating physical systems; solve problems by decomposing them into smaller parts  

C8 use sequence, selection, and repetition in programs; work with variables and various forms of 

input and output 

C9 use logical reasoning to explain how some simple algorithms work and to detect and correct 

errors in algorithms and programs 

  

 


